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Abstract-When the amount of stretch m a taut fiber vanes rapidly wtth distance z along the fiber 
axts, the tension Ton a cross section normal to the axls IS not determmed by only the temporal history 
of the local stretch, but IS affected by the vananon of stretch wtth z Here d study IS mdde of the 
lmphcatlons of a constltuttve relalmp glvmg the tenston in a polymenc fiber as a function of the local 
,s@etch, I, the spatial denvatlve, v , bf the veloctty. and the first two spatial denvattves of the stretch, 
Vnd’ 
When thts relation IS piaced m the equation for balance of momentum m the axial dIrectton, 
namrcal equations are obtained whose eqmhbrmm soluttons for r as a function of z can be rendered 
exphctt The solutions descnbe necks, bulges, drawmg configurations, dnd penodlc stnatlons The 
assumption that motions resultmg from slow chdnges in applied tenston or length are homotoples formed 
from these eqmhbnum solutions IS compatible with many of the observed propemes of tenslon-induced 
neckmg and cold drawmg m polymenc fibers PropertIes of non-eqtnhbnum solutions of the dynamtcal 
equations are also dtscussed here Lyapunov functions appropnate to several types of boundary con- 
dmons, Including elongatton under a dead load, are constructed It IS shown that the presence of VISCOUS 
stresses has a strong effect on the types of traveling waves that can occur m long fibers A detatled 
chscussion IS gtven of a class of traveling waves, called “steady draws,” that correspond to the contmuous 
drawmg processes frequently employed to Improve the stiffness and tenacity of synthetuz fibers 
1 INTRODUCTION 
When a slender bar of a polymenc matenal, in the form of, say, a fiber or a stnp of film, is 
subjected to an appropnate umaxlal tensile load or is stretched at an appropnate rate, the mitlal 
motion of homogeneous extension can evolve mto a nonhomogeneous motion m which the bar 
thins down m a short region along its length and forms a neck For many polymers, part~~larly 
semlcrystallme polymers, there is a range of condltlons under which a neck so formed, although 
It at first may both lengthen and deepen, will eventually grow m length without further change 
of depth The motion of the bar is then a druw~~g process, the configurations howmg long 
necks of maximum and nearly uniform depth are called fully developed draws In these con- 
figurations the narrow transltlon zones that define the edges of a neck separate regions of nearly 
homogeneous umaxlal strain Outslde of a neck the matenal is in a state of low stretch and 
moderate molecular onentatlon, wlthm a neck both stretch and molecular onentatlon are high 
Dunng a drawing process the transltlon zones separate and appear to move across the bar 
without change of form, upon the passage of one of these zones through a region, the matenal 
m that region 1s taken from the state of low stretch to the state of high stretch When such a 
process occurs without apphcatlon of heat, 1 e either adlabatlcally or m a passive environment 
of constant emperature, it 1s called cold druwrng ’ 
The cold drawing of fibers of synthetic lmear condensation polymers was described by 
Carothers and Hlll[l] m 1432 They foresaw its eventual importance to the synthetic fiber 
industry and wrote 
In connection with the formatlon of fibers the m-polymers exhlblt a rather spectacular 
phenomenon which we call cold drawing If stress 1s gently apphed to a cylmdncal sample 
of the opaque, unonented 3-16 o-polyester at room temperature or at a shghtly elevated 
temperature, instead of breakmg apart, it separates mto two sectlons Joined by a thinner 
section of the transparent, oriented fiber ’ As pulling is contmued this transparent section 
grows at the expense of the unonented sections until the latter are completely exhausted 
A remarkable feature of this phenomenon is the sharpness of the boundary at the Junction 
between the transparent and opaque sectlons of the filament Dunng the drawmg 
‘There IS ample expenmental evidence to the effect that strong adlabatlc heating 1s nor necessary for necking and 
drawmg Cold drawing has been observed at rates of stretch such that everywhere m the specimen the deformation IS 
slow enough to be near]) isothermal even m the tranSItIon zones at the ends of the neck 
‘The thmner secnon IS what we today call the ’ neck ’ 
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operation the shape of this boundary does not change it merely advances through the 
opaque sections until the latter are exhausted This operation can be carried out very rapidly 
and smoothly, and it leads to onented fibers of uniform cross section The oriented and 
unonented forms of the polyester are different crystallme states ([l], pp 1580-1582) 
Rough determmatlon of the tenacity of the partially oriented opaque filaments 
and the onented transparent filaments prepared from them by cold drawing Indicated that 
the breaking strength of the transparent filaments was about SIX times that of the opaque 
filaments (111, p 1583) 
The lmear condensation w-polyesters, polyanhydndes and mixed polyester-po- 
lyamides described m preceding papers are easily drawn out into very strong, pliable highly 
onented fibers which closely simulate natural silk and cellulose fibers ([Il. p 1587) 
This first descnptlon of the cold drawing of a synthetic fiber makes It clear that drawing 
processes supply a convenient way of transformmg material from a state of low or moderate 
molecular onentatlon to a state of high onentatlon and that such a transformation, when induced 
by the application of tenslon, can resemble a first-order phase transition ’ 
The analogy between cold drawmg and a phase transItIon emerges clearly from Encksen’s 
often cited dlscusslon[6] of mstabilltles that can occur m a one-dlmenslonal theory of the 
equlllbnum of bars under tension, m that dlscusslon it IS assumed that the total tensile force 
T at a cross-section 1s given by a function t of the local stretch ratio i and that the matenal 
function r has the non-monotone, single-loop, form shown here m Fig I 
In a recent paper[7], I gave reasons for expecting that, for slender cylmdncal bars, such 
as fibers, a theory based on the constltutlve assumption, 
T = t(l) + p(E.)l; + ;J(,);_,, (1 1) 
with p, y, and t matenal functions and with the subscript z denoting dlfferentlatlon with respect 
to dtstance along the axis, should give, for non-homogeneous conflguratlons, a far better 
representation of tensile behavior than theones m which T = 7(n) When combined with the 
equation of balance of forces, 
T-=0, ie T(z) = T” (1 2) 
(which holds when the bar IS either at rest or IS deformmg so slowly that Its inertia 1s negligible), 
equation (1 1) becomes a second-order dlfferentlal equation for E = A(Z) 
T” = r(n) + ,O(E,)r? + y(E.)& 
t 
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Rg I Graph of the funchon T In Equdtlons ( I 4) dnd (I 5) 
(1 3) 
‘ZtabtckI[2), m lus treattse “Fundamentals of Flbre Formanon” hds given d comprehenswe survey ot theoretIca 
and expertmental stuches of the drawmg of fibers up to the year 1974 Of pactlcular value to readers ot ttus paper 1s 
Zapas and Cnssman’s recent survey[3] of then extetwve studles[4 5) of neck tormatlon in polythelene bars under 
tension 
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In the paper clted[7]. I dIscussed this equation fully under the a\\umptlon that 1’ IS negative 
and r 1s as shown m Fig I ’ 1 then observed ((71, Sectlon 4), that several of the characteristics 
of neck formation and drawing, mcludmg the “stress overshoot” commonly observed during 
the mltlatlon of cold drawing, can be derived from the assumption that motions resulting from 
gradual changes m applied tension or overall length are describable as homotoples formed from 
solutions of (1 3) 
In the present paper 1 discuss materials for which the tenslon T 15 given by a constltutlve 
equation of the general form, 
T = t(E) + p(i)%; + y(i)/,, -i- rj(a, vz)v:, (1 4) 
with v. the derivative with respect to z of the velocity v m the axial directIon The new term 
~(1, vr)vT m ( 1 4) has been added to account for the \trarn-dependent VISCOUS stresses that are 
known to be present m industrial drawmg processes 
Equation (1 4) can be written m the equivalent form, 
T = r(i) + fi(E,)i; + $r)i, + Fj(E, i)E, (1 5) 
m which the material descrlptlon IS used, I e the stretch ratio 1. at time r IS considered a function 
/’ = i(Z, t) of I and of Z, with Z the axial location m the reference configuration, 3 = d/(Z, 
t)ldt, jz = d,(Z, t)ldZ, and a, 7 and ij are material functions related to 8, IJ, and v through 
the equations 
B(E) = p(E)/-? - y(E)E-3, 
jG) = y(i)/-’ 
ij(%, i) = rj(i., l-lj)iF1 1 (1 6) 
In this material descnptlon, balance of momentum m the axial direction yields the equation 
Tz = P,,v, (1 7) 
m which T, = dT(Z, t)/dZ, v = dv(Z, t)ldt, and the constant p,, (measured m umts of mass 
per unit length) 1s the linear density of the fiber m the reference configuration Of course, 
( 1 7). which can be written 
T; = pv (1 8) 
with p = po/ -I the lmear density m present configuration, reduces to the equation of equlhbnum 
(1 2) only when the momentum pv 1s neghglble 
The physical assumptions behmd the constltutlve relation (1 4) are explained m the next 
section Cases m which vz and v are so small that (1 4) and (1 8) reduce to (1 1) and (1 2), 
and hence yield ( 1 3)) are dlscussed m Section 3, where the emphasis IS laid on the theory of 
neck formation, an often slow process In Sectlons 4 and 5, I treat the general dynamical 
equation (1 8), [in the form (1 7)] without neglect of the axial momentum pv In Section 5 the 
emphasis is laid on travelmg wave solutions, called “steady draws,” that appear to descnbe 
well the motion and deformations observed m the continuous drawmg processes of the synthetic 
fiber industry In those processes yam is drawn to several times its length by feeding It from 
a godet turning with one surface speed to another turning with a higher speed 5 The dlscus- 
slon of Section 5 IS applicable to cases in which the drawmg process, which may be quite rapid, 
1s carried out m an approximately isothermal manner, after a mmor redefnntlon of terms, 
‘My dwusston ([7] Sectlon 3) of general properttes of soluttons of (I 3) drew heavtly on observattons made by 
Alfantls and Semn[8] m a different context 
‘For a descrtptton of the process and a dtscusston of Its Importance for the productton of synthettc fibers of high 
modulus and strength see [2] and references given there 
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the mathematical theory developed m that sectlon can be apphed also to adlabatlc drawmg 
operations 
Throughout he remainder of this paper, for slmpliclty of presentation I assume that the 
long slender bar under conslderatlon has, m Its undistorted reference configuration, the form 
of a circular cylinder and therefore may be called a “fiber” It ~111 be clear, however, that a 
slmllar theory can be employed when the bar IS a cylinder of rectangular cross sectlon, such 
as a stnp of film 
2 BASIC ASSUMPTIONS 
Consider a long matenally homogeneous fiber that m its undistorted reference configuration 
3 has the form of cmUu cylinder &of radius Q Suppose that the fiber 1s comprised of an 
mcompresslble matenal that 1s transversely sotroprc m the sense that its symmetry group relative 
to 3 contains all rotations about the axis of 6 We are here interested m motions of the fiber 
for which, m a stationary cylmdncal coordinated system with Its axls along the axls of 6, 
z = i(Z, R, t), 
r = P(Z, R, t), (2 1) 
e = 0. 
where z, r, 0 are the coordmates at time t of the matenal pomt that has the coordinates Z, R, 
0 when the rod 1s m the configuration &! In such an axially symmetnc, twist-free motion the 
configurations of the fiber are figures of revolution for which the radms w = o(Z, t) 1s given 
by 
0 = i(Z, n, t) (2 2) 
The denvatlves of f with respect o t and Z, evaluated at the center lme r = R = 0, are 
called the (axial) veloczty and the (axial) stretch rufzo, they will here be denoted by v and 1 
In the materral descrzptzon these quantltles are considered functions of Z and t, 1 e 
v = f(Z, t) = tt f(Z, 0, t), (2 34 
II = X(Z, t) = $ i(Z, 0, 0 (2 3b) 
In the spatral descrlptlon v and 1 are given by functions D and 1 of z and t, I e 
v = P(z, r), A = X(z, t), 
where 
O(i(Z, 0, t). t) = WC 0, X(i(Z, 0, t), t) = az, t) 
The followmg notation wtll be employed 
(2 4) 
(2 5) 
(2 6) 
It 1s easily seen that 
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AZ = ),I., (2 ?a) 
The tension T across a normal cross-sectlon of a fiber undergoing an axially symmetric 
extension equals the mtegral over the cross-section of the S(zz) component of the Cauchy stress 
tensor 
T = f(z, 1) = T-(2, t) = 2n 
I 
“SS(zz)rdr (2 8) 
0 
In the theory of elastically extendable bars It IS usual to assume that the tension T 1s given 
by a function T of E alone 
T = r(i) (2 9) 
However, for elastic bars slender enough to be called “fibers”, equation (2 9) gives an ap- 
proxlmatlon that can be useful only if the deformation 1s close to a homogeneous (1 e spatially 
uniform) extension 6 
To illustrate this last point, let us note that for a bar formed from a transversely isotropic 
material, (1) the constltutlve quations of fimte elastlclty imply that the difference between 
S(zz) and the ambient hydrostatic pressure is a function of the values of &f/aZ, di/aZ, dilaR, 
and ai/aR at the pomt under conslderatlon, and (11) the condltlon that deformations be lsochorlc 
lmphes that 
ai ai ai ai R --_--=- 
az aR az aR r (2 10) 
In a homogeneous extension, ailaZ = dildR = 0 and ailaZ = 1. throughout each cross- 
section, and (2 10) yields aPiaR = Rllr Thus, to wlthm an mconsequentlal mbient hydro- 
static pressure, equation (2 9) holds tnvlally for homogeneous extensions Consider now a 
cylmdncal bar sufficiently slender that for non-homogeneous extensions of the form (2 l), az/ 
aZ may be taken to be given by a function of Z and t alone (independent of R) so that 
+z Z(Z, R, t) = >(Z, t), (2 11) 
with 1 as (2 3b) In such an approxlmatlon, the motion preserves the flatness of normal transverse 
planes, and hence at each instant he radius o of the bar 1s given by 
w = o(Z, t) = d(Z, [)-I’* (2 12) 
which yields 
(2 13) 
It follows that at those values of z for which jirl is large, )aPlLlZ1 1s large, at least near the 
surface of the bar where ai/aZ = wz Thus for a slender bar, I e a fiber, of a material that 
1s elastic and approximately incompressible, the dependence of S(zz) on al/aZ does imply that 
‘See for examples reference [71 and a recent arucle m which Wnpht[9] dlscusses the effects of transverse motion 
on wave propagation m nonlmearly elastic rods 
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(2 9) cannot be expected to hold well when / vanes rapidly with 2, 1 e when the deformation 
IS far from homogeneous It is, therefore, natural to assume that the tension T at an axial 
location z depends not Just on the local stretch ratio / (i), but on the entire stretch field / ( ) 
Using a “fading Influence” assumption that makes mathematlcally precise the assertion that 
T(z) is more sensitive to changes m i at locations near to 2 than to changes of comparable 
magnitude occurrmg far from z, I showed m [7] that the theory of retardation approxlmatlons[ 10, 
1 l] yields the followmg formula for the response of an elastic fiber to a slowly varymg stretch 
field A( ) 
T = t(j) + /3(r))! + y(i)r,, (2 14) 
For an elastic fiber this relation gives an approximate formula for T that IS valid up to an error 
of order four m the scaling of axial distance, that IS (2 14), as a correction to the zeroth-order 
relation (2 9), accounts for those departures from homogeneity of the deformation field that 
are of order two or less m the scaling of axial distance, and the remammg terms are of order 
four 
Consequences of the constitutlve equation (2 14) were derived m [7] under the physically 
natural assumption that y(A) 1s negative It was observed that when (2 14) IS placed m the 
equation expressmg equlllbnum of forces (1 e equation 1 2) there results a nonlmear second- 
order differential equation for A (equation 1 3) whose solutions descnbe necks, bulges, drawing 
configurations, and penodlc stnatlons It was noted that the assumption that motions resulting 
from gradual changes m tenslon or length are homotoples formed from such equlhbnum so- 
lutions explains many of the observed properties of tension induced necking m polymenc fibers 
When the theory developed m [7] 1s compared with expenmental observations, the functrons 
r, j3, and y need not be considered true equlllbnum response functions, but may be taken to 
be lsochronal response functions of a vlscoelastlc material The fact that lsochronal stress-strain 
functions, such as t, “soften”’ as time advances, can be employed to show that the quaslstatlcal 
theory of [7] not only permits a quantltatlve dlscusston of the stress-overshoot observed when 
necking IS induced by SubJectmg a fiber to a controlled rate of stretching, but also explains, 
for dead-loadmg expenments, the stress-dependent lapse of time between the moment of ap- 
phcatlon of a tensile load and the moment at which neck formation IS first observed 
In contrast to quaslstatlc neck formation, a drawing process taking place m a polymenc 
fiber at a steady, but non-negllglble, rate of stretchmg, mvolves dlsslpatlve mechanical effects 
that cannot be fully described If the vlscoelastlc matenal compnsmg the fiber IS modelled by 
an elastic matenal, even d the elastic response functions occumng in the model are regarded 
as noneqtnlibnum lsochronal response functions 
Expenence with other problems for nonlinear vlscoelastlc materials8 suggests that for 
motions that are steady but not quaslstatlc and involve nonhomogeneous configurations, such 
as the motion undergone by a fiber m the textile industry’s continuous drawmg process (in 
which yam 1s stretched to several times its ongmal length as It travels from one rotatmg godet 
to another), the vlscoelastlc properties of the fiber may be taken into account (in an approximate 
way) by adding to the expresslon (2 14) for the tensron a term q(E, v,)v. contammg an “elon- 
gatlonal VIscoslty” q that IS sensltlve to the stretch ratio / and that may depend also on the 
velocity gradient V, In this paper I examme lmphcatlons of constitutlve equations of the form 
(2 15) 
Here, as m [7], It IS assumed that the function r, glvmg the statical response to homogeneous 
deformation, IS contmuously differentiable and has a graph of the form shown m Fig 1 In 
particular, It IS assumed that t has turning pomts at A = 1, and n = A? with 1 < A, < A~, 
‘I e depend on time (as a parameter) m such a way that the level of stress (or tenslon) decreases m time when 
the stram IS held fixed, dnd each (of the possibly several) values ot btrdm correspondmg to a glen hxed level of stress 
Increases m time 
“See, e g the theory of vtscometnc[ 12-14) dnd steady elongatlondl[ 151 flows of simple fluIds 
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with 0 < t(lJ < r(j.,), with dr(%)ldi > 0 for 1 < i, and A > Ez, with dz(I.)/di < 0 for 
i, < i. < Ez, and with sup,,+ s(A) > s(R,) The reference confIguratIon IS here chosen so that 
r(l) = 0, we shall be concerned only with configuratIons for which, everywhere along the 
fiber, I. 2 1 and hence r(i) 2 0 
It 1s assumed here that the function y 1s contmuously dlfferentlable, that 
YO.) < 0, (2 16) 
and that 
(2 17) 
I discussed this last relation m [7] but drd not there take It as an hypothesis, there 7, p, and y 
were interpreted as lsochronal, rather than equlhbnum, response functions, here it 1s assumed, 
for mathematical slmphclty, that the VISCOUS stress term ~(3, v,)v, completely accounts for 
melastlc and dlsslpatlve effects and hence that t, 8, and y are equlhbnum response functions 
As I observed m [7], the relation (2 17) supplies a necessary and sufficient condltlon for the 
existence of an equlhbrlum Helmholtz free energy function I,V that, for fixed temperature, takes 
the form 
WV, J-J = (u(,(%) - ; y(E)P, (2 18) 
with 
$w,,=~, ie w,,(j) = I ’ r(Odt I (2 19) 
The value of I,U is interpreted as the Helmholtz free energy per unit length of reference con- 
figuration, I e t,~(r, 3,)) -’ is the Helmholtz free energy per unit length of the present config- 
uration Because of the inequality (2 16), the local free energy corresponding to given values 
of temperature and stretch 1s a mmlmum when 1. = 0, and the terms m the dynamical equations 
arising from the dependence of T on A, and E,; will tend to oppose rather than encourage 
departures from equlhbnum Nonetheless, because of the assumed form of the function T, 
stable nonhomogeneous solutions of the dynamical equations can be found [Nonhomogeneous 
equlhbrlum solutions (with v 3 0) will be discussed m the next section, before we turn to 
solutions of the full dynamical equations ] 
Thermodynamlcal prmclples imply that the vlscoslty function q IS not negative It 1s 
assumed here that it 1s positive for all values of / and v,, 1 e that 
rl(j, VA > 0 (2 20)9 
Expenence suggests that q should be very sensltlve to E, and that, at least at small values 
ofi, 
$(,,i’~-“)~ >O, fori <i,andi BE,, (2 21) 
In particular, one expects to have 
v+, O)i, B Q$l, O), for / > j2 (2 22) 
“An exception to (2 20) ~111 occur m Sectlon 5 where m order to show that the presence of VISCOUS stresses has 
a very marked effect on the theory of travelmg waves I consider also the case m which rl = 0 
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An elementary calculation shows that (2 15) can be written as shown m (1 5) with r as 
m (2 15), and with p, 7, and q matenal functions determined by p and ,I through the relations 
( 1 6) Of course, (2 16) yields 
T(r) < 0, (’ 33) __ 
and (2 20) yields 
jo. I) > 0 (2 24) 
The relations (2 17), (2 21), and (2 22) are mdlvldually equivalent to 
p(A) = 1 d I(r), 
2 d3 
; ij(n, 1) > 0, for E < 1, and j > I>, (2 26) 
and 
ii@, 0) s- v(l, 01, for E > i? (2 27) 
Equation (2 18) can be wntten 
with vn agam the function m (2 19) 
In the present theory the momentum associated with motion m the radial dlrectlon 1s 
assumed neghglble, an approxlmatlon that IS appropnate for the hmlt m which the radms Q 1s 
small Balance of momentum m the axial direction IS here equivalent to equation (1 8) which 
IS, m turn, equivalent to (1 7) 
3 EQUILIBRIUM CONFIGURATIONS 
A fiber IS said to be m static equdrbrwm If the dependence of z on Z 1s Independent of 
time, I e If 
2 = i(Z), (3 1) 
and the dynamlcal equation (1 7), which reduces to (1 2), IS obeyed When (3 1) holds, the 
constltutlve equation (2 15) reduces to (2 14), and as (1 2) tells us that the tension T IS a 
constant T” Independent of z, we have 
T” = r(~) + ,!l(1)1? + y(r)& (3 2) 
For each choice of T”, this IS an autonomous second-order ordmary dlfferentlal equation for / 
as a function X of z 
1 = 3(z) (3 3) 
Whether the fiber IS of finite or mfmlte length, one refers to the bounded solutions of (3 2), 
and to the bounded solutions L = x(Z) of the equivalent equatron, 
T” = r(l) + j(i)A$ + ;(E)r,, (3 4) 
as equtltbrlum states correspondmg to the umform tensron T” 
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Equations of the form (3 2) with y and p obeymg (2 16) and (2 17) occur m several 
branches of physics, and it IS known that they can be derived from varIatIona prmciples 
Consider a fiber that m Its reference configuration occupies the interval -L/2 < 2 < 
L/2 with L fimte, albeit large When the present stretch field IS i = x(Z), the fiber’s length 
1, mean Helmholtz free energy F, and mean Gibbs free energy G correspondmg to a uniform 
tension T” are given by the following functlonals of j.( ) 
I 
LIZ 
1 = f(L12) - 5(-L/2) = >(Z)dZ = 1(5( )), (3 5) 
-Ll? 
yl,,(E) - ; jQ)i.; dZ = F(% )), 1 (3 6) 
ty,(l) - ‘2 j@)i; - T”l 1 dZ = G(& 1) (3 7) 
Let I.( ) be twice contmuously dlfferentlable For each twice contmuously dlfferentlable 
function v on [-L/2, L/2] with v(-L/2) = v(L/2) = 0 for which F(& ) + &I)( )) exists for 
- 1 < E < 1, one may define 6F(& ))v( )) and 6G(& ))v( )) to be i F(R( ) + ED( )) and 
i G(%( ) + EV( )) evaluated at E = 0 It 1s not difficult to show that d one takes equation 
(2 25) to be the definition of p, then equation (3 4) with i. = x(Z) [and hence (3 2) with E. as 
m (3 3)] 1s equivalent o each of the followmg two assertions about 1, 
(A) The$rst vurmczon ofG vanzshes ar ?, that is, 6G(& ))v( )) = 0 for each v( ) obeymg 
the above condltlons 
(B) The first varlatlon of F vanzshes at j under the constraint that the length I be held 
fixed, that IS, 6F(j( )(v( )) = 0 for each v( ) obeying, m addition to the above condltlons, the 
relation, 
I 
LIZ 
v(Z)dz = 0 
-L/Z 
The vmatlonal charactenzatlon (A) of eqmhbrmm states is appropnate to a fiber held at 
fixed tension T” tn a “soft device”, 1 e bearmg a dead load of magnitude T” The character- 
lzatlon (B) IS appropriate to a fiber m a “hard device” that holds the fiber at length 1, m that 
vanatlonal problem the number T” arises as the Lagrange multlplyer associated with the con- 
straint on 1 
Much IS known about the class of solutions of (3 2) So as to be able to descnbe the 
solutions that remam bounded m the limit of a long fiber (L + co), let us now assume that the 
range of 2 is -x < 2 < m 
Using the relation (2 17) [which IS eqmvalent to (2 25)], we can wnte (3 2) as 
[y(E)E.fl, = 2[To - t(E.)]&, (3 8) 
which implies that if there are two (finite or infinite) values of z, say z, and zb, at which A, 
vamshes, then the correspondmg values of i., I(,, = llm,,O i(z) and Ecbj = hm,,, l(t), must 
obey the equation, 
- T”]dE = 0, (3 9) 
called the “equal area rule” In view of (2 19), equation (3 9) can be wntten 
~o(/‘d - vo(j,,,) = Toi/,,, - I ,a,1 (3 10) 
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(3 11) 
here Z 1s an arbitrary value of z. and I,~,, IS again a value of I correspondmg to a place (or 
limit) at which I._ = 0 
The relations (3 9) and (3 11) yield the followmg conclusions about the bounded solutions 
of (3 2) for a long fiber ‘O 
(I) If A: does not vanish for --x < z < x and I is bounded, then the solution of (3 3) 
has the form seen m Fig 2 (or an equivalent form obtained from the graph shown there by 
replacement of z by z, + z or z, - z, with z, a constant), 1 e the solution IS monotone with 
hm i(z) = I *, Iim 3(z) = I* (3 12) 
---x _?r 
and 
lim E; = lim A. = Iim A,; = Iim jz_ = 0, (3 13) 
z-x __-L z-.x -_-zC 
and hence, by (3 9) and (3 2), 
[r(jL) - T*]dE. = 0, r(r*) = r(E*) = T*, (3 14) 
where T* IS the uniform tension T”, and I* and /‘* are as m (3 12), without loss of general- 
ity we can assume A* > A* In [7] such a solution was called a (sturzc) fu/ly developed druw, 
2*/A* IS the draw rutlo, and T* IS the druwmg tenszon The relations (3 14) uniquely determme 
the triplet (T*, A*, A*) as shown m Fig 3 To wlthm a translation and/or a reflection about 
a lme z = constant, only one fully developed draw 1s possible, for It, / as a function of z 
(actually, z as a function of i) IS given by (3 11) with, of course, T” = T*, i,,, = j*. 5 
arbitrary and &Z) chosen so that L < /1(Z) < I* 
(11) If 1_ vanishes at precisely one fmlte value of z, say zo, and I 15 bounded, then the 
solution has either the form shown m Fig 4(A) (called a neck) with E(z,,) a global maximum, 
or the form shown m Fig 4(B) (called a bulge) with ;(z,,) a global minimum In both cases 
the solution IS symmetnc about z,,, (3 13) holds. 
Iim i(z) = Iim j(z) = ICX’, (3 15) 
_I _-? 
E^.(.z,,) = 0, (3 16) 
“‘Gtnerdv&on\ ot result\ ot thl\ type wire given m rl dlttercnt context by Altantl\ and Strrm(8] In 171 I 
employed their m&hem&cd rc\ult\ to dcvclop the theory ot ntcl tormdtmn and fold drdwlng III wluch the relation 
(2 17) bttwcen /j and , I\ not a\umcd 
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Fig 3 According to (3 14) the tension T* and the hmltmg stretches, I* I*, m d fully developed drdw must be such 
that the dress of the vertically dnd honzontdlly shdded regmns shown here be equal 
and it follows from (3 9) and (3 2) that 
[r(i) - T”]di. = 0, 5(3’x’) = T”, (3 17) 
and 
T” = r(E “) + i)(%,,)i.,,(z,,), (3 18) 
with i, = &z,) As /rr(~,,) IS negative for a neck and posmve for bulge, (2 16) and (3 18) 
yield r(%,) < T” for neck and t(E.,) > T” for a bulge The equations (3 17) have a one- 
parameter family of solutions As seen m Fig 5, for each choice of the tension T” m the range 
~(2~) < T” < T(I,), but not equal to the drawing tension T* defined m (I), there 1s a unique 
pair (E I=‘, /_,,) with I’“’ # i.,, for which both of the equations (3 17) hold If T* < T” < r(A,), 
then i’^) < i, < i, < E?, and the solution of (3 2) describes a neck, if r(Ez) < T” < T*, then 
I! < i,, < j2 < i’“‘, and the solution describes a bulge In the case T” = T*, there cannot be 
precisely one fmlte value z,, of z with i., = 0, that is, the fiber can show neither a neck nor a 
bulge [It can then show a fully developed raw (with the point z, moved to +w or -m), or 
a homogeneous deformation (with i; = 0 and E.(z) = i* or = i*), or a solution of type (in), 
described below ] To each triple (r”, i ‘r), E,) obeying (3 17) with T” # T* and E’“’ # I.,, 
there corresponds a solution of (3 2) that 1s umque to within a choice of the place z, at which 
/ = 3,andr_ = O,thlssolutlonlsglvenby(3 ll)wlthE,,, = E’“‘,dL, > P,I e dT” > T*, 
the solution describes a neck, d i,, < i’“‘, 1 e d T” < T*, the solution describes a bulge 
(in) If there are two finite values of z at which /; = 0, but 1, is not independent of z, 
then the solution of (3 2) 1s perlodlc as shown m Fig 6 and 1s said to descnbe equally spaced 
strzatzuns If z, and zh are the axial locatlons of a mmlmum and the consecutive maximum m 
FIN 4 Solutions of class (11) I as a funcnon of : m a neck (A) and a bulge (B) (The radius of the fiber IS small 
where I 1s large ) 
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FQ 5 Accorchng to (3 17) for each T” with T* < T” < r(/,) or edCh I’~’ with /” < /Ii’ < /, there 1s d umque 
neck (n) with ,, determmed by the reqturement that the mdlcated horIzontally and vertically shaded regions have 
equal area, for each P with T(A?) < P < T*, or each I’~’ with j1 < I’~’ < I*, there IS a umque bulge (b) with f5 
smularly determmed 
such a solution, the graph of J IS symmetnc about both z, and z,,, L(z,) = L-._(z~) = 0, E,(z,) > 
0, L,(z,> < 0, and 
Zb - z, = (3 19) 
where A(,, = &z,) and &,) = x(z,), for z, I z 5 zb, the solution 1s given by (3 11) with ? = zn 
and L, = X(Z) It follows from (3 2) and (3 9) that T” and the pair (EC,,, I(~)) must obey the 
relations, 
[7(E) - T”]di = 0, (3 20) 
As seen m Fig 7, for each value of T” with 7(,I,) > T” > 7(&), there IS a range of values of 
&) with 7(&J > T” for which equation (3 20) can be solved to yield a value of E.,,, with 
r(l,,,) < T” For each pair (A,,,, &,J so obtained there 1s a penodlc solution of (3 2) with /I,~, 
and &,) the extremal values of II, and any two penodlc solutions with these extremal values 
differ by only a translation along the z-axis 
It follows from the observations made above that for a long fiber the bounded solutions 
of the equation of eqmhbnum, 1 e of equation (3 2), fall mto three classes (beyond the class 
of spatially uniform solutions x(z) = 1 = constant, descnbmg homogeneous configurations) 
(1) fully developed draws, (II) necks and bulges, and (111) spatially penodlc solutions descnbmg 
equally spaced stnatlons 
Suppose we have a long fiber and the tension in It IS known to obey the equation of 
FIN 6 Solutions of class (~1) two examples of penod~ stndtlons at the sdme value of P m the range T* < 7” < 
r(n,) The penod of these soluttons Increases with mcreasmg amphtude 
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X- 
Fig 7 For each T” with r(/,) < T” < ?(I~), there are an mtimte number of pdtrs (A,.,, A,,,) that obey (3 20) and 
(3 21) and can serve, therefore, as the extreme values of I m penodlc stnatlons The two such pairs, (L,.,, L,~,) and 
(L,~,, L(~,), shown here correspond to a value of T” in the range T * < T” < ~0,) If T” IS held fixed at this value, and 
l,,, lsallowed to decrease to /‘=I [the smallest number with 7(/"') = T"], then A(,,, increases to the number /,, determmed 
by (3 17), and the penod of the stnatlons mcreases wlthout bound If, in this hmit /(,, ‘-f i”‘, an axial coordmate z. 
at which /(.- ) = /. IS held at a fixed value, say z, = 0, then the penodlc solutions correspondmg to P approach the 
solution descnbmg a neck at tenslon T” 
equlhbrlum and hence is a constant T”, independent of z If 0 5 T” I t(l,) or d T” L r(A,), 
there 1s precisely one equlhbnum state corresponding to T”, namely the homogeneous state 
j(z) = j(Z) = constant = 1/L, with s(llL) = T” If T” is m the range T(&) < T” < r(E,,), 
the set of possible equlhbnum states correspondmg toT” contains not only homogeneous states 
with x(z) = l/L, and r(/lL) = T”, but also nonhomogeneous states for which E. 1s given by 
one of the spatially varying solutions of (3 2) As we shall see below, under certain clrcum- 
stances, a homotopy arugment can indicate whether or not the configuratlon one should expect 
to fmd at a particular stage of stretching 1s homogeneous 
Intuition suggests that when a long fiber obeying the constltutlve quation (2 15) 1s stretched 
so that l/L IS a smooth and very slowly varying function of time, the local stretch ratio 1 at 
each axial location IS given by a function 3 of z and t that 1s not only (m some sense) regular 
m z and t but is also such that, for each t, the function &, defined by 
E.,,,(z) = E^.(z, t), (3 22) 
is close to a solution of the equation of equlhbnum (3 2) Of course, to Justify this intuitive 
idea one needs to develop a theory of uniqueness and contmuous dependence for (2 15) and 
(1 8), or, equivalently, for the partial differential equations [for 3 = &Z, t) and v = B(Z, t)] 
obtained by placing (1 5) m (1 7) and noting (2 3) 
/ = v,, 
pov = [r(3) + p(R)E: + y(E)& + ij(%, %)I.], I (3 23) 
1 do not believe that such a quahtatlve theory is at present available I shall, however, digress 
to conjecture about the behavior of solutions (2, 8) of these dynamical equations on sets of the 
form [-L/2, -L/2] x [0, A) 
Some coryectures about mltlal-value problems 
Natural mltlal data and boundary data for the equations (3 23) have the forms 
i.(z, 0) = /o(z), it(Z, 0) = vO(Z), 
and 
I( -L/2, r) = P-L’?‘(t), j(L/2 t) - F 9 - (t), 
I?( -L/2, I) = v-L’z)(t), O(L/2, t) = l+‘*)(r), 
(3 24) 
(3 25) 
(3 26) 
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here ,i” and v” are given functions on [ -Li2, L/2], and I(-~ I), /iL ?I, v’-~ :), and dL ?) are 
given functions on an interval [0, A), 0 < A - < z, with r”(Z) and /lrL “(t) z 1, and with” 
/‘-L’?)(o) = P(?L/2), v”L “(0) = v”( &L/2) (3 27) 
The boundary data (3 25) and (3 26) appear natural from both a mathematical and a physical 
point of view Indeed, the shape of a fiber, at least near the clamps that gnp it, IS influenced 
by the tightness of these clamps, that is, by the values of the fiber’s radius o at Z = -L/2 
and + L/2 If, as is expected for polymers, the matenal compnsmg the fiber 1s mcompresslble, 
knowledge of w at given value of Z is, by (2 12), equivalent to knowledge of the stretch 1 at 
Z Hence, (3 25) can be considered a statement about the way the method of grasping the fiber 
affects its diameter at Its end pornts [Fortunately, as expenence indicates that the tightness (as 
distinguished from the “tautness”) with which a fiber is grasped has only a local effect on 
fiber shape, the condltlons (3 25) are expected to lose importance for d long fiber, 1 e m the 
hmlt L + CQ ] The condltlons (3 26), on the other hand, amount to a specification of the rate 
of translation of the fiber (1 e the velocity of one end) and the rate of change 1 of the fiber 
length 1 A formal demonstration of this mtultlvely evident statement 1s obtained by noting that 
(3 5) and (3 23), yield 
l(Z, t)dz = I 
LIZ 
n(Z, t)dZ 
-L/2 
i 
L/2 
= vz(Z, t)dZ = v(Li2, t) - v(-L/2, r) 
-L/2 
Because (3 5) and (3 24), yield 
l(o) = r,‘* P(Z)dZ, (3 29) 
(3 28) 
J-LIZ 
It 1s now clear that when the mltlal data (3 24), are given, the boundary data (3 26) yield the 
fiber length 1 as a function of r on [0, A) As we seek solutions with EL 3 1 everywhere we 
should impose this condltlon, at least m mean, for all r Thus m addltlon to the aforementioned 
requirements lo(Z) 2 1 and JceLi2)(r) 2 I, we should require that once A” 1s given, dLi2)(r) - 
v(-L’2)(r) be such that for all r m [0, A), 
I(r)/L 1 1 (3 30) 
As l(r) IS an “extensive” or “overall” property, one may expect that, even m the limit of 
large L, It should be true that all along the fiber (mcludmg points far from the ends) solutions 
of (3 23) remam sensitive to the values of the function r * I(r)lL that 1s known once the mltlal 
data (3 24), and the boundary data (3 26) have been given This assertlon that, for a long fiber, 
data of the form (3 26) [or a speclficatlon of l(r)lL] are more Important to solutions of the 
mltlal-value problem (3 23), (3 24), than are data of the form (3 25) [at least for values of Z 
far from &L/2], IS at present a conjecture based on physical experience alone, and this conjecture 
lacks not only proof, but also precise formulation The conjecture IS related to another conjecture 
which IS also m accord with expenence and, if capable of demonstration, would supply a firm 
mathematical basis for the homotopy arguments I have alluded to above and will use below 
Let functions lo, v”, 11”L’2), virL’*), m some contmulty class C”,‘? be assigned m accord with 
the restnctlons mentloned above Suppose 1” describes a state of static equlhbrmm, I e makes 
“The assumption (3 27) IS made to avold the necessity of dtscussmg here the tendency of (3 23) (with ij > 0) 
to “smooth out” dlscontmulttes III n and v A further compdttbthty requirement tor boundary dnd mtldl data IS shown 
m (3 30) below 
“The class IS deltberately lett vague 
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the nght-hand side of (3 23)2 vanish So as to be able to describe a “gradual slowmg down” 
of the remammg mltlal data and the boundary data, for each a in (0, I], let (,,,v” be defined on 
[ -L/2 L/2] and J(‘L’zJ and (Ujv’~L’2) 3 7 (Id - on [0, Ala), by the followmg formulae from “retardation 
theory”‘,‘3 
,,,,i'-L'2'(t) = JfmL'*)(at), (3 31) 
and let (,,,i , ,ll,\i) be a solution of (3 23)-(3 26) with 3’ as stated above and with v”, )“L’2’, 
v(~~‘~) replaced by (,jvo, ,ujA(z”z) , ,n,v”L’2) It appears afe to suppose that, for each a, (,,,A, (,,,fi) 
exists as a several-times ( ay m-times) contmuously differentiable function on a set of the form 
w = [-L/2, L/21 x [O, B), B>O (3 32) 
Although it 1s by no means certain that (for a given a) (,,,,?., (,,,G) should be umque,14 we may 
presume that for each a a solution (,$ , cu,\‘) may be selected m such a way that the mapping 
a + (& cn,G) IS a contmuous function from (0, I] mto a function space Cm(W + R2),” for 
some choice of B > 0 (independent of a) m (3 32) I conjecture that when this 1s done, the 
lzmztasa-+Oof( j ta,., co,Q wzll exzst unzformly on W (for some B > 0), and, moreover, there 
wzll hold 
lim ,,G(Z, t) = 0 (3 33) 
O-t0 
and 
1m-t J.(z, t) = co,;Z(z, t), (3 34) 
a-10 
where ,o,A belongs to some dzfferentzabzlzty class Ck(W -+ R) and for each t zn [0, B), the 
functzon Z -+ co,x(Z, t) descrzbes a state of statzc equzlzbrzum, z e gzves zero value to the rzght- 
hand szde of (3 23) or, equzvalently, obeys an equatzon of the form 
,T(t) = r(,o,J) + P(o&co,G + r<,0&0&, (3 35) 
where, as zndzcated, the “lzmztzng tenszon” I6 co,T IS a functzon oft alone 
On gradual changes of configuratzon 
If the conjectures made above be venfied m future work, we shall have a strong Justlficatlon 
for the assumptions to be employed m the remamder of this section 
For a motion that 1s so slow that not only the “internal term” pv m (1 8) but also the 
“viscous-stress term” ~(i., v,)v; m (2 14) can be neglected, the local stretch )i, as a function 
i of z and t, obeys (3 2) with T” a function of t alone 
T”(t) = s(i) + /?(%)I_; + J@),I;~ (3 36) 
Let us now assume that (a) equation (3 36) holds for each t with T”( ) continuous on an 
“Vld [lo]. [II] 
“As T IS not monotone, one can tmagme blfurcatlons occumng at crtttcal values of t 
“The degree of dtfferenttabthty wtth respect to t may or may not equal that wtth respect to Z, but thts IS a minor 
techmcal matter that dqes not concern us here The mam pomt of the conJecture IS that the hmtts (3 33) and (3 34) 
hold wtth the function ,,0, not only dependmg smoothly on t but obeying the equatton (3 35) 
‘b,o,T(tJ IS expected to be the ltmtt as a -) 0, of J, the famtly of functtons of Z and t obtamed by placmg the 
functtons ,,,;(Z f) m (1 5) 
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interval [O, B), B > 0, and (b) 1, as a function on (- 30, “0) x [O, B), 1s bounded and Jomtly 
contmuous m z and t, with the contmulty m r umform m z 
In other words, in order to be able to use results obtamed for statical problems to discuss 
slow motions of a long fiber, it is now assumed that the one-parameter family t + 1,,,( ), with 
A,,,( ) as m (3 22), IS a homotopy of bounded solutions of (3 36) on ( - =, CD) This assumption 
can place severe restnctlons on the nature of the subsequent motions that can occur m a fiber 
known to be m some specified equlhbnum configuration For example, Figs 1, 3, 5 and 7 
make it clear that if the fiber is, at time t, m a homogeneous configuration with E < A,, or 
with I > &, and with, as unphed by (3 36), T”(t) = r(A), then there 1s an E > 0 and [m the 
uniform topology for real-valued functions on (-TV, co)] a neighborhood CI of the constant 
function I such that for each time t’ at which T”(t) - E < T”(r’) < T”(t) + E, (Icontams no 
soluhon of (3 36) that is not constant m z Stated differently equlhbnum states of strain m 
classes (I), (u), and (m) are separated (m the umform topology) from states of spatially constant 
stram with A < 1, or A. > A2 and cannot be reached from such states by smooth slow processes 
without the fiber passmg through the homogeneous configurahon with I = ;I1 and T” = 7(A,) 
or that with II 3 A2 and 7”’ = t(4) In part~ular, accordmg to the present quaslstatlc theory 
m which (a) and (b) are assumed, a fiber mmally m eqmhbnum m a state of homogeneous 
stram with 1 < A, cannot be drawn without passmg through a state m which the tension equals 
r(A,), which is, of course, greater than T*,the equlllbnum tenslon m a fully developed raw 
Suppose now that at time t = 0 the fiber is m a homogeneous equlhbnum state with 
X(z) = 1, i e with 
&3,(O) = 1, (3 37) 
and hence with T”(0) = t(1) = 0 If r”(t) 1s controlled to be slowly Increasing for r B 0, 
then, at least until a time, say t,,, at which To(&) = 7(h), the stram m the fiber must be unrform 
With 
J+,](Z) = ML (3 38) 
where 
7(W) = T”(f), (3 39) 
for at times I between 0 and to there are no solutions of (3 36) other than the spatially umform 
soluhon (3 38) with n(t) the unique solution of (3 39) In fact, the assumptions (a) and (b) 
imply that the motion wdl be homogeneous even as t mcreases past to to a value r, at which 
T”(t,) = 7(A) (3 40) 
This 1s so because, although for T(&) < 7”‘(t) < r(A,) there are three uniform solutions and 
many non-uniform solutions of (3 36), for a given continuously mcreasmg function T”( ) from 
[0, tJ onto [0, z(A,)] there can be only one homotopy t + A,,,( ) of solutions of (3 36) with 
A,,,( ) as m (3 37), and, for this homotopy, for each f m [O, t,], A,,,( ) 1s the unique constant 
function obeymg (3 38), (3 39), and the relations 1 5 A(r) 5 1, In summary It follows from 
(a) and (b) that if at r = 0 the fiber IS m the (unique) equlhbnum configuration with ‘P = 0 
and if, as t advances from 0 to t,, the tenslon T”(r) increases continuously from 0 to r(A,), 
then the configuration remams homogeneous until time I,, and for t m the mterval [0, t,], the 
tension IS related to the overall stretch ratio W/L by the equation 
T”(t) = t(f(t)lL), (3 41) 
because A(z, r) = l(r)lL 
One need not suppose that Z”‘(t) IS controlled when the length I(t) 1s increased from 0 to 
I(t,), one may suppose instead that l(t) 1s controlled, I e that the fiber 1s m a “hard” (rather 
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than a “soft”) device which controls its length to be a preassigned function of time When 
such is the case, d the mltlal conflguratlon 1s homogeneous with I(O) = L, and If I(t) increases 
monotomcally and continuously from L to l(t,) = 1,L as t advances from 0 to t,, then, because, 
at each t, i.,,,( ) obeys not only the compatlblhty relation,” 
L= R,,,(z)- ‘dz, (3 42) 
and Equation (3 36), but also belongs to a homotopy t+ I,,,( ), we may again conclude that 
the configuration remains homogeneous To see this one should note that If the fiber IS, at time 
t, m a homogeneous configuration with &(z) = l(t)lL < i.,, then there 1s an E > 0 and (in 
the uniform topology) an open neighborhood F of J,,,,( ) such that at each time t’ at which 
J&t’) - I(t) < E F contains no contmuous function A,,,( ) that obeys both (3 42) (with 
t = t’) and (3 36) (with the number T” arbitrary), other than the spatially constant function 
il,$z) = l(t’)lL, 1 e , only spatially uniform configurations obey (3 42) and (3 36) and are 
arbltranly near to A,,,( ) m uniform topology Thus, for a given contmuous function 1( ) mapping 
[0, t,] onto [0, J.,L], there 1s precisely one homotopy t + i,,,( ) of solutions of (3 36) and 
(3 42), for this homotopy (3 38)-(3 40) hold at each t m [0, t,], and T”(t) 1s related to the 
spatially uniform stretch ratio A(t) = l(t)lL as m the heavily and solidly drawn part of the 
stress-strain curve shown m Fig 8 
At the time I, of completion of the stretching motion Just described,, the fiber is in a 
homogeneous configuration with x(z, t,) = A, and T” = z(l(t,)lL) Further motion of the fiber 
must result m an immediate decrease, rather than increase, m the tension If, as t vanes over 
an interval [tl, tt], l(t) increases contmuously from 1,L to Qtt), there are many homotoples 
t + A,,,( ) of solutions of (3 36) obeying (3 42) and the mltlal condltlon L,,,,(z) E 1, If the 
range of 1( ) is not too large, for one of these homotoples, or “equilibrated motions” A,,]( ) 
IS, at each t m [t,, tt], an equlhbnum state of class (11) showmg a neck, as m Fig 4A For a 
given 1(s), to within a choice of the point z” m Fig 4A, there 1s at most one such equthbrated 
motion showmg the formation and progressive development of a neck Whether this occurs 
with Z(t) monotone increasing [and hence with I(??) > f(t,)] depends not on Just the function 
t, but also on the function y and the length L Durmg the formatlon of neck, the tension T”(t), 
the stretch ratlo at the depth of the neck, i,(t), and the stretch ratio far outside the neck, P(t), 
are related by (3 17), and It 1s clear that as the neck deepens and becomes a fully developed 
draw, (1 e as ii, Increases from I, to I*, and P decreases from lil to A*) the tension T” 
decreases from ?(A,) to r* Once A,(t) and T”(t) are known, one may use (3 11) and (3 42) 
to calculate l(t) The function f( ) so obtained may or may not be an increasing function Let 
Fig 8 The tenSIon T”(t) vs the mean stram I(t)lL as a fiber IS stretched so that I(r)/L increases moothly - 
0 5 r s r, [homogeneous stretctung as T”(r) Increases from 0 to s(i,,)], 0 0 0 0 t, I t 5 t* [neck formauon, with T”(r) 
decreasmg from T(A,) to T*], l *** r* 5 t 5 t* [drawing with 7“‘(r) = T*], - - - - t 2 t* [homogeneous stretchmg 
of the drawn fiber] 
“In wnting (3 42) I have assumed, without loss of generality, that one end of the fiber remams fixed m time at 
the coordmate locanon z = 0 
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us assume that the function ;’ and the value of L are such that I( ) 1s increasing I8 The tension 
T”(t) ~111 then be related to I(t)iL. as shown m Fig 8. where for values ot P(t) between r(/ ,) 
and T”, the correspondmg values of i,(t) and r’“‘(t) are the abscissas of pomts marked with 
X ‘s at the ordmate level of T”(t), and the correspondmg values of I(t)/,5 are the abscissas ot 
points marked with circles For the process of neck formation illustrated m Fig 8, as I(r) 
increases, the neck deepens (1 e j,(t) increases) until a time t* at which T”(t,) = TX, for t 
greater than I*, and for &t) greater than l(r*) (but less than r”L) /,,,( ) characterizes two tully 
developed draws (one ansmg from each side of the neck) and T”(t) remams equal to TX When 
I(t) increases beyond l(t*), the transition zones of the draws move across the fiber. and material 
is transferred from a state of strain in which I = / * to one m which / = /- > / * The pomts 
(A*, T*) and (,I*, T*) determined by (3 14) are shown as encircled x ‘s m Fig 8, and the 
pairs (I(t)lL, P(t)) corresponding to fully developed draws (1 e with T”(t) = T*) are there 
shown as small sohd circles With continued stretchmg of the fiber the transltlon zones (which 
would appear to be moving from regions where I = / * mto regions where A = / *) eventually 
must reach the ends of the fiber ” At the moment r* at which the last transition zone to reach 
an end does so, we have A = E* everywhere, and a further Increase of I(r) can result m only 
homogeneous strain with 2,,,(z) = A(r) = l(r)lL > I* and with T”(r) = r(l(r)lL) as mdlcated 
with a heavily drawn dashed curve m Fig 8 
Although a homotopy argument indicates that a homogeneous extension IS the only “equal- 
lbrated” or “statical” motion correspondmg to a smooth increase of I(r) from 1(O) = L to 
&r,) = I&, homotopy arguments, alone, do not imply that subsequent motions of neck for- 
matlon and drawing are uniquely determmed as r Increases beyond r, Homotoples correspondmg 
to the penodlc solutions of class (111) can be constructed, and other arguments. mvolvmg either 
stablhty conslderatlons and/or direct appeal to the dynamical equations, should be employed 
to select the family of configurations one expects to observe when 1 or T” 1s specified as a 
function of time 
In those cases m which L and ‘/ are such that configurations of class (II) do not yield I(t) 
monotone increasing in r for r > r,, further study IS needed Of course, fibers can be stretched 
to lengths greater than L,L. One may invoke the viscoelastic propertles of a fiber to Justify the 
occurrence of necking configurations of the type shown in Fig 4(A) m such stretching One 
may also hold fast to the present constltutlve assumptions and suppose that the conflguratlons 
observed result from those penodlc solutions of class (111) that are compatible with the prescribed 
values of 1 For a given value of T” m the range T* < T” < r(l,), a penodlc solution of long 
penod, with I.,,, near to 1’“’ and &,) near to I.,, would not differ much, on an interval of values 
of z contammg one full penod, from a correspondmg solution of class (II) That IS, the con- 
figuration of a fiber showing several necks may be described by a perlodlc solution of long 
penod, or, approximately, by superimposing translates of a solutions of class (II) When L dnd 
‘J are such that the assumption that the mappmg f + E,,,( ), for r, < t < t*. describes the 
development of a single neck does not agree with the required monotomclty of the mapping 
r + l(r), one may pick a homotopy r + A$,( ) that describes the simultaneous formation ot 
two or more necks, the stretch fields At,( ) can be selected from solutions of class (III), but 
~111 often be mdlstmgulshable from superposed translates of solutions of class (it) as shown in 
Figs 4 and 6 Simultaneous formation of several necks does often occur m practice when long 
polymenc fibers are stretched m hard devices 
Whether the stretchmg of a fiber induces the formatlon of one or several necks, each neck 
will lengthen eventually, and, when the tension has decreased to T*, segments of the fiber ~111 
exhibit fully developed draws As the stretching IS contmued, the transition zones of the drawing 
configurations ~111 move across the fiber, matenal m a state with I = I* will be transferred 
lXMdr~on L Hodgdon and 1 are preparmg for pubhcatton results of d numerical study we hdve made of equations 
of the form (3 36) usmg functions 5 that appear dppropnate tor such melt-spun fibers ds nylon dnd polypropylene 
Our report of that study ~111 contam examples of cases m whtch the assumptton that the homotopy f + f,,,( ) describes 
neck formatIon m the mterval [t, rt] tmphes that f(c) mcreases wtth f m this mtervdl 
“‘Although the fiber wds tdken to be mfimtely long when the aoluttons of types (1) (II) dnd (1~) were descrtbed 
earlter m ttus sectton, we drc now dtxussmg d phenomenon thdt IS mednmgfui only for d tuber of fimte length A 
“draw” must change Its form ds Its trdnbtnon zone dpprOdChcS dn end of the tuber dnd the moment dt wtuch the zone 
actually reaches the end cd” be defined only dpproxlmateiy 
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to a state with 1 = J* > I.* If several necks be formed dt time l,, transItIon zones ~111 meet 
at future times to form bulges, which WIII eventually dlmmlsh m thlcknes\ and length (the 
tenslon may drop below T* during this part of the process, but It will soon nse agam to T*), 
and the entn-e fiber ~111 end up m a homogeneou\ state of strain with T” = T* and 1 = i* 
If the fiber were perfectly elastic, removal of the tension would cause a sudden shrmkdge back 
toward the state with I = 1, but the presence of a strain-dependent vlscoslty obeying (2 20)- 
(2 22) implies that such retraction not occur at an appreciable rate 
As the vlscoslty of polymers 1s very sensitive to temperature and decreases with mcreasmg 
temperature, one may ask what would happen if one were to raise the temperature of a fully 
drawn fiber thdt IS no longer held taut The answer depends on the temperature-dependence of 
the function z For many commercial textlle polymers, elevation of temperature will induce a 
melting of crystalhtes and cause the equlhbrlum function T to lose the double looped form 
assumed here Often, with increasing temperature, T decays to the function 5 = 0 appropriate 
for the homogeneous, equlhbnum, response of a fluid There are, however, polymers for which 
the presence of a moderate amount of cross-lmkmg (perhaps induced by radlatlon) insures that 
the basic features of the function f, as shown m Fig 1, remam the same as temperature 
increases A fully drawn fiber (or film) of such a material, d heated under low tension, can 
shrink to a small fraction (--%*/I*) of its length 
4 SOME FREE ENERGY FUNCTIONALS 
When the matenal descnptlon 1s used, and the basic constltutlve equation m the form 
(1 5) (where the material coordinate Z IS employed) is placed m the dynamical equation (1 7), 
one obtains the field equation 
pnv = [r(3) + /3(A)%; + y(E.)E, + ij(i, I.)>], 
Of course, as z = i(Z, t), v = ii(Z, t), and i = x(Z, r) with 
i; = dilat, i = az~az, 
(4 1) 
(4 2) 
(4 1) can be considered an equation for the “axial position function” i, or, equivalently, for 
a pair of functions (1, 13) obeying 
aidaz = a&at, ie v, = I (4 3) 
It will be assumed here and m Section 5 that the range of Z is ( - cc, co) Here, by consldermg, 
for finite values of L, the effects of constraints Imposed at points where Z = ?L/2, some 
results will be denved (with ngor) for fibers of finite length SUbJeCt to end condltlons At the 
end of this section, I shall speculate about the lmphcatlons of these results for the hmlt L -_, CC 
The results to be given m Section 5 concern traveling waves m mfmitely long fibers, and 
require no mention of end condltlons 
Let L > 0 be assigned and, for each time t on a solution of (4 l), let @Jr) be defined 
by 
1 L#? 
@cr,W = - 
I [ L -/_‘Z 
w,(l) - ; yql)rg + ; p,v2 1 dz 
1 L,Z LIZ 1 
= L I 
&i, &)dz + 1 
-L,2 L I _L,Z 2 pov’di! 
Here I,V~ 1s as m (2 19) and p as m (2 28) It is easily seen that 
(4 4) 
(4 5) 
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z- = z_(t) = 2(-L/2, t), z+ = z’(t) = Z(L/2, t), (4 6) 
and with I+Y defined by (2 18) The quantity Q)(r) 1s the sum at time t of the mean Helmholtz 
free energy and the mean kmetlc energy of that portion of the fiber which lies between Z = 
-L/2 and Z = +L/2 when the fiber is m Its reference configuration (1 e between the pomts 
z- and z+ at time t) 
The rate of change CD(~) is, by (4 4),, (2 19), (1 7), (2 25), (1 5), (4 3), and an mtegratlon 
by parts 
1 LIZ 
@,L,W = - 
1 [ L -Ll2 
T(A)1 - ; n&I ; y(A) - T(A)&& + pOvv 1 dz 1 Li2 
= L -L,2 i [ 
f(n)n + i A;A -jj y(A) + y(n)n,A. + T,v 
I 
dz 
- ; [j&&i&]!!;,2 
= ; i_‘i’ [TA - ?(A, 1)A2 + T,v]dz - ; [~~),‘EJ!;,2 
L/2 
= -(F&t, &I*),,, + ; 
I 
ri2 (TV, + T,v)dz - i [y(;l)ii,]y,2, (4 7) 
LIZ 
where 
1 
=- 
z+ - z- 
~(1, v;)vfdz (4 8) 
IS the mean rate of dlsslpatlon, 1 e the mean rate of working of the “VISCOUS axial stress”, at 
time t One more Integration by parts permits us to wnte (4 7) m the form 
CD,,(t) = -(ij(A, ;1)2),,, + ; [VT - 7(4&]5!;,2, (4 9) 
r(L)(t) = -(M 4A2hL, - t [ZT + ~(&/I,]y,2, (4 10) 
or 
where 
q-(L)(f) = -(W, W)(L) - ; [Z+T+ + z-T] - ; [~~)&]L$,, (4 11) 
&L,(t) = @(L)(l) - i [zf(t)TC(t) - z-(t)T-(t)l (4 12) 
and 
E,L)(f) = C&,(t) - ; z’(t)TC(t), 
with T’ the tension where Z = *-L/2 
T- = T-(t) = T(-L/2, t) T + = T+(t) = f( +L/2, t) 
(4 13) 
(4 14) 
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[In an equlhbrlum state with v = 0 and T = T”, @,L, reduces to the Helmholtz free energy 
functional F defined m (3 6), and r,,, reduces to the Gibbs free energy functional G defined 
in (3 7) 1 
From the equations (4 9) and (4 10) and the relation (2 24), we may read off the followmg 
theorem which tells us that QIL,, r,L,r and .$, can provide useful Lyapunov functions for 
discussions of the motion of a fiber of fmlte length that IS placed m an apparatus which gnps 
the fiber firmly so that at its end points (where Z = S/2) either El IS held small in magnitude 
or (as appears more likely) / 1s held constant and which keeps the ends at rest so that v+ = 
V- = 0, or mamtams the end loads constant so that T’ = T- = 0 or (as in a typical “stretch 
under a dead load”) holds one end at rest so that z- = 0 and mamtams a constant axial force 
on the other so that T’ = 0 
Consider a fiber that 1s grasped at the material pomts with Z = -L/2 and Z = +L/2 
ZH such a way that x3, = 0 at these potnts *’ 
(1) If the pomts with Z = +L/2 are held at rest so that 
G( -L/2, t) = C(L/2, t) = 0, 
then 
(4 15b) 
(4 16a) 
@a)(t) = -w., W2hL, 5s 0 
(2) If the tension where Z = *LIZ IS held constant so that 
; T(-L/2, t) = i f(L/2, 1) = 0, 
then 
f(L)(f) = -(ijO, I$.*),,, 5 0 (4 16b) 
(3) If the fiber IS held at rest where Z = - L/2 and the tension IS held constant where 
Z = +L/2 so that 
G( -L/2, t) = 0, 5 T(L/2, t) = 0, (4 17a) 
then 
&Jt) = - (ij(3, L)F),,, 5 0 (4 17b) 
As ij( , ) 1s not only posltlve but contmuous, and I( , t) and 8X( , t)l& are contmuous 
on the compact set [-L/2, L/2], each of the relations (4 15b)2, (4 16b)*, (4 17b)z reduces to 
equality only when j = 0 for each value of Z m [-L/2, L/2] Thus, under the conditions 
stated, the functions oCL,, f,Lj, and ZCL, are stnctly dissipative Lyapunov funcnons for the piece 
of fiber with -L/2 5 Z I L/2 along solutions of (4 1) obeymg appropnate boundary con- 
ditions these functions of time are monotone decreasing wrth denvatives that vamsh only m 
states of equlhbnum 
Let us now return to the basic equations (1 5), (4 I), and (4.9), and recall that, for our 
ongmal mfmltely long fiber, (4 9) holds for each value of L > 0 If we confine attention to 
those smooth solutions of (4 1) for which, at each ume t, the quantmes i., &, E,, and E, (and 
“‘Recall that as mentloned m Sectlon 3. If the matenal IS mcompresslble and the fiber IS grasped m such a way 
that Its diameter IS held fixed at the cross-sections where 2 = -tLiZ. then I IS constant m time at those cross-sectIons 
and we clearly have 11~ = 0 there 
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hence T) are bounded as Z vanes over the real line, then If y( ) 1s contmuous, 
lim t [y(E)EE,]Lz z = 0 (4 18) 
L-r 
Let us suppose now that we have such a bounded smooth solution of (4 1) and It IS such that 
the hmlts 
exist and are related m the expected way 
It follows from (4 9) and (4 18) that the existence of the hmlt shown m (4 20) IS equivalent 
to the existence of 
Indeed, (4 18) yields 
i+%)(f) = -(rl(A W),,,, (4 23) 
and hence, when (4 21) holds,2’ 
$ c&)(f) = -(ij(J, r)i2),s, 5 0 
This last relation suggests that QCp, should supply a useful Lyapunov function for solutions 
of (4 1) that start out and remam penodlc, or almost penodlc, m Z 
Equation (4 9) IS a basic “dlsslpatlon theorem” for the system (4 l), (4 3) The arguments 
behind (4 9) do not require that 5 be as m Fig 1 Indeed, all the observations made m this 
section are independent of the special assumptions about r set down after equation (2 15) and 
employed m the rest of the paper 
5 TRAVELING WAVES 
A traveling wave, also referred to as a steady wave, IS a motion for which z IS a function 
of Z - Vt, with V a constant called the wave velocity zn the material descrrptlon In this section 
we shall consider the theory of such waves and hence assume that the function f has the form 
z = Z(Z, t) = i(q), <=z-vt (5 1) 
A non-tnvral travelmg wave 1s one for which V IS not zero and dildg IS not constant on ( - to, 
0~1) It follows from (5 1) that 1 and v are given by functions, x and 5, of c alone If we wnte 
?‘Although the relation (4 21) appears natural, and one may conjecture that It holds tor each sufficiently smooth 
bounded solution of (4 I) for w&h @,,, dnd c&, exist, I do not know a proof to that effect Of course, @,,, and a,,, 
ex,st and (4 21) holds when A IS permdlc m Z, whether almost-penodwty m Z suffices IS d matter under study 
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z’ for dz’(g)/dc, z” for d*i(c)lds*, etc , we have, by (4 2), (2 6), and (5 l), 
E. = z’, %, = Z” = E.‘, %v = 2’) E. = -V%’ 
v= -Vz’ = -V%, v = v*1., Tz = T', 
and the dynamlcal equation Tz = p,,v becomes 
T’ = -p<,Vv’ = p,,V21’ 
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(5 2) 
(5 3) 
The general solution of (5 3) IS 
T = C + p<,V’i, (5 4) 
with C a constant If ga and ch are any two (finite or hmltmg) values of c, and the pan-s (A,,,, 
T,,,) and (& T& are the values of the pair (I, T) at su and ch [I e I,,,, = lim,__O x(s), TfUt = 
lim,;O f(s), etc 1, then the wave velocity V is determined by these pairs through the formula 
v* = T,b, - T,,, 
P,&, - &,I ’ 
and for the constant C we have 
C= 
T,,, + 7-m 4b, + 4d 
2 - 2(%,,, - &,) (T(b) - Tk7J 
(5 5) 
(5 6) 
Consequences of the basic constuutwe equatron 
When (5 1) holds, the constltuttve Equation (1 5) becomes 
T = ~(34 + j(%)(3’)2 + y(i$” - vi@, - VJ’)J’ = fcs), (5 7) 
and hence the general solution (5 4) of the equation of balance of momentum yields the followmg 
ordinary differential equation for i 
c = 5(k) - pov23 + J(A)(%‘)2 + y(E+)i.” - Vij(A, -Vi’)E.’ (5 8) 
At each value of s along a solution I. = I(s) of this equation we may calculate a number 
p = F(s) by the formula 
P = WOO.) + f r(M)‘)* - ; pOv*E? - Cl” 
In view of (2 19) and (2 25), the denvatlve of p with respect to c 1s 
,u’ = [TO) + p(E)(l’)* + jQJ2 - p0V2E - C]E’, 
and hence (5 8) yields 
p’ = vi@., -V%‘)(/‘)2 
Of course, (5 9) lmphes that ,D 1s given also by a smooth function ,i of 3 and I’, 1 e 
p = FO, /‘I, 
(5 9) 
(5 10) 
(5 11) 
(5 12) 
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and hence If there are two distinct values of ;, fuxte or mfmlte, say ;, and c2, wnh 
lim 1 = llm / 
3-3, .-% 
and llm 1’ = lim 1’ (5 13) 
-.I --. 
then 
llm jx = hm p (5 14) 
.-. , ,-+‘? 
But, If we assume that the vlscoslty rl is positive, that V IS not zero, and that ;, 1s not equal 
to sz, then unless A’ = 0 on the mterval (c,, ;J, (5 11) yields 
hm P # lim fi, (5 15) 
>-;, .-+,? 
which contradicts (5 14) Thus we have the followmg theorem 22 Suppose, as we have been 
assunung, that ij IS always posrttve, then there can be no non-trmal travehng waves m which 
the pair (A, A’) IS repeated after a finite or lnfmte interval In partmdar there are no non- 
trtvral traveltng waves with 1 pertodtc, nor are there non-tnvtal travelrng waves with 
hm 2 = hm i, llm E’ = hm A’, 
3-a ,--= 3-m ,-.--r 
as would be the case for “solitary waves” descrtbrng steaddy propagating necks or bulges 
Toward the end of this sectlon I shall show that periodic travelmg waves and such solitary 
waves as steadily propagating necks and bulges are possible m fibers that are elastic and free 
from dlsslpatlve effects because they have ij ldentlcally zero Before turning to the hmltmg 
mvlscld case, I should hke to discuss an Important class of travelmg waves that can occur 
under the present assumption that ij IS (stnctly) positive 
Steady drawmg processes 
A traveling wave for which /1 IS bounded and 1’ does not vanish as c vanes over ( -x, 
30) describes a steady, continuous drawing process of the type used m the synthetic fiber industry 
to cold-draw yarn to several times Its length, for Improvement of such physlcal properties as 
stiffness and tenacity In such a traveling wave 1 IS monotone with the numbers 
fimte, and with 
,‘# = Iim i, A# = hm % 
,_-l .-+X 
hm 1’ = lim 1’ = Iim /I” = llm E” = 0 
,-.-7z ,-== ,+--D .-X 
A solution 1 = x(2, t) = i(Z - Vt) of (4 1) with these properties ^^ 
(5 16) 
(5 17) 
may be called a steady 
draw The static (fully developed) draw described m SectIon 3,” corresponds to the special 
case of a steady draw m which V = 0, & = & and A# = I*, even when V IS not zero, we 
may refer to 1*/I, as the draw ratlo 
Lt follows from (1 5), (5 IQ, and (5 17) that m a general steady draw the hmdmg tenslons 
T, and T*, defined by 
Tt = lim T, T# = llm T, (5 18) 
i4-xi 3-a 
L21 thank Robert Hagan for his help with the proof grven here 
*‘See equations (3 Ii?)-(3 14) Note that we are here usmg d matenal descnptlon. whereas m Sectlon 3 we used 
a spatldl descnptlon of the stram field 
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are given by the followmg generahzatlons of (3 14)~3 
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T# = T(&), TX = ~(1”) (5 19) 
In view of (5 5), we here have the followmg analogue of a familiar formula from the theories 
of shock waves m elastic fluids and shock layers m viscous flurds 
poV2(P - A,) = Ty - T++ (5 20) 
Thus, m a non-trivial steady draw (with V # 0 and jL not constant) the hmrtmg tensions are 
not equal, and the tension is greater on that side of the transition zone at which the stretch is 
higher Let us now see what form the “equal area rule” (3 14), takes when the wave velocity 
is not zero 
As (2 25) implies that 
+ [jq4(A’)2]’ = y()))‘)” + p(y)(E’)3, 
if we multiply (5 8) by I ’ , we obtain 
Cl’ = t(n))’ - p,VAA + ; [jqA)(l’)2]’ - vijo., -VA’)(E’)2 (5 21) 
Integration of both sides of this last relation from s = --OC to s = +m, yields, m view of 
(5 16), (5 17) and (2 19) 
0”” - MC = v/,(P) - t/l.(&) - f poV2(P - A’,) - VA, (5 22) 
where 
A= e(E, - V~,‘)(I’)2d~ 
As -Vi’ = 2 = vL,l, and, at each time t, dc = dZ = I-‘dz, we have, by (1 613, 
A = V-2 I’ ij(E., i.))‘dZ = V-' [” q(k, v,)(v;)‘dz, 
J-x J-X 
(5 23) 
which shows that VIA 1s the sum, over the entlre fiber, of v$, the rate of workmg of the 
“viscous tension” t;lv, As we are assuming that q IS everywhere posttlve, A IS posrtlve unless 
/ is a constant (which would mean that there is no deformation m progress and hence the value 
of V, as it is then indeterminate, could be taken to be zero) Now, by (5 16), (5 18), (5 6) and 
(5 20), for a steady draw, 
(3X - &)C = T* ; Te (I# - E.,) - TX - T, 
2 
(P + I,) 
T* + T, 
= 
2 
(P - I*) - ;p.v’(i” - 44, (5 25) 
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and hence (5 22) can be cast mto the form 
y/,09 - W,(/#) = T# ; T# (r# - /#) + VA 
This fundamental equation relates the mean value, 
T= T# + T, 
2 
(5 26) 
(5 27) 
of the hmltmg tensions in a steady draw to the total changes m stretch ratlo and Helmholtz 
free energy durmg the drawing process Equation (5 26) is the analogue, for an Isothermal 
steady draw, of a famlllar relation for the Jump m energy across a shock wave m an elastic 
fluid that does not conduct heat In view of (2 19), the equation (5 27) can be wntten also m 
the form 
1 
I* 
[r(E) - =T]di = VA, 
(5 28) 
which shows how the “equal area rule” (3 14), is modified when V IS not zero, T# f T#. 
and A # 0 Other ways of wntmg (5 26) are 
[T(J) - r(&) - p,,V’(i - ,,)]dE, = VA, 
I 
I 
AX 
[r(l) - r(E.#) - p<,V’(J. - I”)ldr> = VA 1 
*I 
As f(1) = t(&) + p,,V’(E - E,) = t(E#) + poV2(r - r#) IS the linear function of I which, 
by (5 19) and (5 20), equals T, when /. = /# and equals T’ when / = /#, these equations 
tell US that the difference in area of the horizontally shaded and the vertically shaded regions 
in Fig 9 1s VA 
It is assumed here, without loss of generalrty, that 
E# > E, (5 30) 
The same assumption was made II=I Section 3 for the hmltmg case m which V = 0, /# = I *, 
EL++ = ,J* . , and hence T’ = TX = T = T*, with E *, 1*, and T* umquely determined by (3 14) 
The convention (5 30) implies that E, as a function of Z at fixed r, IS monotone increasing 
Hence, as A = - VI’ = - V&, if the steady draw 1s such that V IS negative (posltlve), then 
,I IS increasing (decreasmg) m time at each matenal pomt In particular, V < 0 corresponds 
to the important case m which the drawing process results m an ultimate transfer of material 
from a state of low stretch & to a state of high stretch A’, in that case, because A IS posltlve, 
the number VA in Equations (5 26). (5 28) and (5 29) IS negative, and the area of the vertically 
shaded region m Fig 9 must exceed the area ot the horizontally shaded region Because the 
Fig 9 The Equdtlon\ (5 26) dnd (5 29) assert thdt m d Qeddy drdw the amount by which the howontdlly shaded 
dred exceed\ the vertlcdlly \hdded dred cqudl\ VA with J dS m (5 24) The blope ot the hedvv ddshed lme IS p, V 
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function f(i) = T# + pf2V2(E - I+) has posmve slope, even if the two shaded regions m 
Fig 9 had equal area, that figure would yield )* > J* and T# > T* 
The observations Just made establish the following result ff a steady drawzng process 
carried out at a non-zero speed IS to result In an mcrease m stretch, I e m a draw ratlo 1#l 
i# greater than unity, then it must be such that 
I ” [r(%) - =T]di < 0, *t (5 31) 
ie 
i 
IX 
[r(%) - r(P) + p,,V2(Ix - I)jdA < 0, (5 32) 
“# 
and the tension T# = s(i#) and stretch ratlo i# upon cofipletlon of the draw must exceed the 
tension T* and the larger of the two lrmltmg stretch ratios, i.*, I.*, in a static draw 
The relations (5 4), (5 19), (5 20), (5 25) and (5 26) are necessary for the occurrence of 
steady draws If E, (or EX) IS given, then knowledge of the velocity V of a correspondmg 
steady draw enables one to calculate T ‘, T++ and /# (or 3,) from (5 19) and (5 20), and C 1s 
then given by (5 25) The followmg question anses When E.+ (or Ax) is given m an appropriate 
range, 1s there a unique value of V such that the value of C so obtamed, when placed m (5 21), 
yields a differential equation whose monotone solutron describes a steady draw with the given 
value of A++ (or EX)7 If the answer to this question IS yes, the relation between velocity and 
hmltmg stretch may be denoted by V = V-(3.,) [or V = V+(i#)] It appears that Slemrod’s[ 161 
recently published proof of the affumative answer to the analogous question for the equation, 
slightly less general than (4 l), that governs the propagation of phase boundanes m a class of 
fluids exhlbltmg VISCOUS and capillary forces, may be used with minor modlficatlon to settle 
the present question In our context, the result established by Slemrod24 would read Let A be 
given If (a) 
[s(i.) - t(A)Idi > 0, (5 33a) 
then there IS a umque V-(/i) > 0 for which (5 21) has a steady draw solution wrth A# = A 
and V = V-(/l) If(b) 
I A [r(E) - QA)]dE < 0, ‘. (5 33b) 
then there 1s a umque V’(A) < 0 for which (5 21) has a steady draw solution with 1.” = A 
and V = V+(/1) 
Case (b) IS the more Important here, and, as (3 14) yields 
I ‘- [r(j) - r(i*)]d% = 0, ‘. (5 34) 
and r(L) increases with /’ for i > i* (because %* > iz), the condltlon (5 33b) 1s fulfilled for 
/i > i * Hence we may conclude that each value of r’ x m the domam of r with A > E.’ > i.*, 
corresponds to a umque V < 0 and a umque /# < 1’ for which there is a steady draw with 
velocity V whose ultimate effect 1s to transfer the fiber’s matenal from stretch %# to stretch 
“(16). Lemma 3 4, see also Hagan and Slemrod’s[l7] generahzatlon f that work 
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ix The upper bound A for 1’ IS determined by the requirement that when V and /I# are found, 
they be such that E, exceed unity and (5 32) hold ” 
Waves m mwcld fibers 
Earlier m this section we saw that the assumption that the vlscoslty IS posmve Implies 
that there are no non-tnvlal travelmg waves for which the pair (1, / ‘) IS repeated, even as a 
limit, and hence there are no penodlc traveling waves, or steaddy propagating necks or bulges 
However, the sltuatlon IS quite different when the vlscoslty IS zero I should hke to consider 
bnefly the case of a fiber for which ye = 0,26 so that 
T = r(A) + j@.,n; +g/y,, (5 35) 
and m place of (4 1) we have 
PLJV = [r(A) + p<n,i; + y(l)&& (5 36) 
Before turnmg to the theory of solutions of the form (5 l), let us digress bnefly to observe 
that the dlsslpatlon theorems of Section 4 for equation (4 1) here become conservation theorems 
Along solutrons of (5 36), the function @CL) defined m (4 4) obeys the equation 
(5 37) 
and hence if a fiber obeying (5 36) IS grasped at the pomts Z = -L/2 and Z = + L/2 m 
such a way that A& = 0 at those pomts, then 
i;( -L/2, t) = G(L/2, r) = 0 * %(t) = 0, (5 38) 
and, moreover, 
; T(-L/2, t) = ; f(L/2. t) = 0 3 r(L)(f) = 0, (5 39) 
G( -L/2, t) = 0, i F(L/2, t) = 0 + = Y(L) = 0, (5 40) 
where I-,,, IS as m (4 12) and Q 1s as in (4 13) 
The traveling wave solutions of (5 36) obey (5 4), with the constant C as m (5 6) and 
with the wave speed V as m (5 5) It follows from (5 35) that (5 4) now becomes the equation 
c = r(l) - p0V2d -t p(1)(1’)2 + y(n)r (5 41) 
This second-order differential equation has the same form as equation (3 2) [and equation (3 4) 
which 1s equivalent to (3 2)] studied m Section 3 The prmclple difference 1s that where we 
had t before, we now have the function g defined by 
g(ll) = t(n) - poV2A, (5 42) 
and m place of T” we now have the constant C The analogues of (3 9) [or (3 lo)] and (3 11) 
can here be obtained by settmg ij = 0 m (5 11) along each solution of (5 41) the quantity p 
“In [16], Slemrod pomts out that relations of the form (5 33a, b) yield upper bounds on V-CA -) and IV+(A*)l 
‘WIIS assumption, whale not appropriate for most polymenc materials at rates of deformation at which neckmg 
and drawmg occur, may be useful for other matenals. such as metals, ceramxs, and glasses 
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defined m (5 9) IS a constant, independent of s, and hence, If on a solution there IS a value 
(finite or mfinlte) of g, say ;,, at which I ’ vanishes, then everywhere on that solution 
PO, 3’) = y/,,(E) - ;p<>v*i’ - CE + ; y(%)(1’)* 
= v/o(4,,) - ; poV2G, - c&l,, (5 43) 
here i = &s), 1’ = j’(s), and Et,, = llm,;U &A,) If there are two points c., ch on a solutlon 
with 1 ‘(c) = 1 ‘(ch) = 0, then, for the values of 1. at these points, (5 43) yields the equation 
V”(~,,,) - y/,(47,) = Wh, - 4,,) + 5 P,>V2(4 - Lx (5 4.4) 
or, equivalently, 
I +” [g(%) - C]dE. = 0 ‘WI 
This last relation, the present analogue of (3 9), also may be wntten 
nrb’ [r(%) - ;/7(I.)]dJ. = 0. 
(5 45) 
(5 46) 
where Z IS the function defined by 
,/7((3) = c + p,V2% (5 47) 
In view of (5 4), ,iT((r(s)) gives the tension T as a function of s Equation (5 43) also yields, 
m analogy to (3 1 1 ), the following solution of (5 41) 
; [Y’o(,) - ; poV2E2 - CA] 
-112 
d%, 
ie 
-112 
[r(t) - fltNd< d4 
(5 48) 
(5 49) 
here S 1s an arbitrary value of s, and &) is a value of A at a place where 1’ = 0 
It is now clear that equation (5 36) has many traveling wave solutions Indeed, for each 
choice of IV1 sufficiently small to ensure that g has the properties assumed for T m Section 2 
{namely that g have turning points at 1, = E.,(V) and A = i,(V) With 1 < A,(V) < A,(V), With 
&A#)) < g@.,(V)), with dg(E.)ldE. > 0 [I e dt(%)ldE. > poV2] for 1 < A < A,(V) and i > AZ(V), 
with dg(i)ldl < 0 [I e dr(l.)ldi < poV2] for A,(V) < 1. < A*(V), and with SUP,+~,~~, g(A) > 
g(/ ,(V))}, arguments given in Section 3 here tell us that there are three types of smooth bounded 
solutions of (5 41) These are listed below 
(I) Steady draws These are of course the traveling waves for which 1 1s monotone and 
obeys (5 16) and (5 17) Here, once V is given, C, A# and I* are determined (to within a 
choice of the sign of ix - I.,) by the followmg analogues of (3 14) 
I 
,* 
[g(i) - C]d/ = 0, g(%,) = g(P) = c (5 50) 
t* 
(The first of these equations can be obtained by setting d equal to zero m (5 26) or (5 29) It 
states that the two shaded areas in Fig 9 should be equal ) 
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(11) Solzfary waves Ttese are traveling waves for which E.’ vamshes at precisely one fmlte 
value of s, say q = 0 If E,(O) 1s a global maxlmum, the wave 1s called a rravehng neck If 
x(O) 1s a global mmimum, the wave is a travelzng bulge For both these kinds of steady waves 
1 1s symmetnc about s = 0, (5 17) holds, 
lim 1 = lim /I = A’“’ = n(“)(V), (5 51) ;-m ,+--xi 
and the numbers, C, P, and I, = x(O) obey the relations 
I :a, [g(4 - CW = 0, g(P) = c, (5 52) 
c = 5(/l,) - /l”V2%, + y(&)%“(O) (5 53) 
(III) Perzodzc waves For these penodlc solutions of (5 41), we may take s, and cb to be, 
respectively, values of s at which A has a mmimum and its consecutive maximum The graph 
of A IS symmetnc about both 5, and qbbr 
Sb - co = 
- 112 
[g(t) - ‘3% d;l, (5 54) 
, 
I 4hl [g(%) - C]dl = 0, (5 55) Al”, 
and 
g&J ’ c ’ g(U (5 56) 
For each C with g@,(V)) > C > g(A2(V>), there 1s a range of values of jluj with g(n,,,) > C 
[or of A(,,) with g(&,,) < C] for which (5 55) can be solved to yield a value of &) [or &,] with 
g&J < C [or g&,) > Cl For each pair G,,, ;I& so obtamed there IS a penodlc solution 
of (5 41) with mlmmum &, and maximum I,,, Llmltmg cases m which g(&,) = C, correspond 
to travelmg necks with &,) = 1’“’ and A,,, = A,, and hmltmg cases with g(E,,,) = C correspond 
to traveling bulges with &, = A’“’ and i,,, = 1, 
In order that there be values of C for which (5 41) has solutions that descnbe traveling 
necks and also penodlc solutions, It suffices that g have a single turning point L,(V) with dg(E)l 
dR > 0 for 1 < A,(V) and with dg(%)/dA < 0 for 1, > A,(V), clearly, there are values of V 
which give g this property whenever 5 IS monotone mcreasmg and stnctly concave Slmllarly, 
when t 1s a stnctly convex mcreasmg function, one can find values of V and C for which 
(5 41) has both travelmg-bulge soiutlons and penod~c solutions 27 
Thus, as expected, the variety of (steady) traveling waves IS vast for elastic fibers and IS 
reduced greatly when vlscoslty 1s present 
Achowledgmenrs -I am grateful to Jerald Encksen, Robert Hagdn, Vector Mtzel, Marshall Slemrod, Thomas Wnght, 
and LOUIS Zapas for valuable dtscusstons of toptcs treated here 
The pteparatton of thts arttcle wds supported m part by the Nattonal Measurement Laboratory of the Nattonal 
Bureau of Standards and tn part by the lnstttute for Mathemattcs and Its Applrcattons at the Untverstty of Mtnnesota 
The atttcle IS based on research supported by the Nattonal Sctence Foundatton under Grant MC.%8202647 to Camegte- 
Mellon Untversity 
‘7Thomas Wright has advtsed me thdt an equation of the torm (5 41) governs travelmg wdves m a hmtttng case 
of the theory he presented m [9], dnd recently, usmg hypotheses on 5 slmdar to those stated here, he has found broad 
classes of bounded solutions of that equatton showrng dtscontmutttes m / I recall also that at a meetmg held m Trento 
Italy, In January 1981, Glanfranco Capriz dtscussed a model for d thm rod that led to specldl cdses of (5 36) and 
(5 41) By phase-plane arguments he showed that hts theory (with r monotone) IS compdtibie with (smooth) penodtc 
travelmg waves and solitary trdvelmg waves 
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